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Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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McLouis,
just
starring
Since 1999 McLouis has been the reference point in the plein air sector for 
quality, pleasant, modern and attractively designed vehicles.

Anticipating trends, dictating fashion: this is one of the main goals of 
McLouis.
 
Specialist in the production of vans
 
Trend of the moment in the panorama of recreational vehicles, the VAN 
is undoubtedly a highly specific product. For its production, you need a 
company with a high specialisation in the segment, which takes care of 
every phase, from design to construction.

McLouis vans are produced in Paglieta plant, in Abruzzo, an industrial 
district of over 28,000 m2 that produces equipped vans for the Trigano 
group for the whole of Europe.

 
Close to you, everywhere
 
The McLouis sales network today consists of over 200 qualified 
distribution partners, spread throughout Europe. 
Through pre- and aftersales services, local staff and on-site distribution 
agencies, McLouis is able to satisfy even the most demanding customers.

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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THE PROMISES
FROM MCLOUIS

A wide-ranging and dynamic offer whose innovation and
research activities respond promptly to the evolution of
travelling tourism and the needs of every van enthusiast

Volumes, furnishing and accessories are rationally designed
to travel and live aboard your McLouis with maximum
comfort

McLouis interprets and enhances Italian taste through the
design of environments, materials and shapes, taking care of
every little detail. The McLouis style is unmistakable

Always fashionable: McLouis environments - modern and
elegant - keep up with the interior design new trends

The reliability of a well built vehicle with a 10-year
guarantee against infiltration, high-performance materials
and state-of-the-art manufacturing processes

* Carry out regular maintenance at the authorised McLouis network and the tests provided for the
control of infiltration during the service coupons as per the specific deadline specified in the warranty 

booklet. For further information on conditions and terms, please contact the authorised sales network.

The promise of reliability
10-year guarantee against
infiltration *
McLouis branded quality lasts over time.
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Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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This catalogue is an interactive tool that you can consult anywhere 
from any digital device.

By clicking on the icons on the pages, you will access to extra 
content, such as technical product information, videos, photos, 

insights and interesting facts.

In the next months this brochure can be upgraded and enriched 
with new contents. Don’t miss out on what’s new in the world of 
McLouis and download the latest editions of the catalogue as we 

make them available. 

Interactive catalogue KEY TO THE ICONS

Follow McLouis
on social channels

to find out what’s new, share your opinion and tell 
your experience. We are waiting for you! 

Go to 360° views

Browse the photo gallery

Watch the video

See the mclouis.com website

Download the technical data sheets
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Menfys S-line

MENFYS S-LINE

The ideal travel companion for a comfortable 
holiday, whatever your destination. 
 
Five layouts with lengths ranging from 5.41 to 6.36 
metres.

MENFYS

Versatile and functional, it offers practical 
and complete solutions for those who buy a 
van for the first time.

Available in four models: Menfys 1, Menfys 
3, Menfys 3 Maxi and Menfys 4. 

Menfys: Menfys: a complete range 
in three different versions.
Choose your HOLIDAY STYLE

Menfys

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications.

Menfys Prestige

MENFYS PRESTIGE

High performance, complete equipment, 
sophisticated design for the most experienced and 
demanding van enthusiasts.
 
Five models developed on lengths from 5.41 to 
6.36 meters.

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.

2023 Motorcaravan range
Discover the range of McLouis overcab, low-profile 
and motorhome models in the 2023 MOTORHOME 

catalogue.
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VAN RANGE
2023

Menfys

Menfys S-line & MenfysPrestige

Menfys 1

5,41 m2+1 4

Menfys 4

6,36 m2+1 4

Menfys 3

5,99 m2+1 4

Menfys 3 Maxi

5,99 m4+1 4

Menfys S-line & Prestige 1

5,41 m2 4

Menfys S-line & Prestige 4

6,36 m2 4

Menfys S-line & Prestige 3

5,99 m2 4

Menfys S-line & Prestige 4 Maxi

6,36 m2 4

Menfys S-line & Prestige 3 Maxi

5,99 m4 4

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.

Download the technical 
data sheets of all McLouis 

models. 

Would you like to have more information? 
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The Menfys range is ideal for those approaching the world of 
vans for the first time. An essential line that offers functional and 
versatile solutions, with the guarantee of a very experienced, 
specialized manufacturer.

The modern interior design, with the pleasant colour contrast 
between grey and white, combined with practicality of use creates 
a spacious and welcoming environment where you can move freely 
and relax.

The Menfys range is available in four layouts, Menfys 1, Menfys 3, 
Menfys 3 Maxi and Menfys 4 Maxi, on Fiat mechanics.

AND YOU’RE READY TO GO!

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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The promise
of the Menfys

STYLE
Contrasting colours

The interiors of the Menfys range are characterized by the “automotive” style and the contrast of 
colours between grey and white.

Fabric and imitation leather upholstery recalls the tones of the furnishings; LED lighting contributes 
to a modern and welcoming design environment. 

The dark grey, square-shaped wall units are pleasantly matched to the polished surfaces of the 
table and tops. 

DYNAMICS
For all needs 

The Menfys range is designed to suit the tastes of every 
van enthusiast. 

Among the layouts, the ultra-compact Menfys 1, which 
is as long as a minivan, allows you to move nimbly even 
in the narrowest of streets. 

In just 5.99 metres, the Menfys 3 Maxi offers you 
the comfort of 4 ready-to-sleep-in beds at all times, 
in addition to the extra bed in the dinette, while the 
Menfys 3, with the same length, offers the rear double 
bed. 

The Menfys 4, the longest in the range, is dedicated 
to those who need extra stowage space: the lifting 
bed bases, three separately removable wardrobes and 
the removable rear platform make it a champion of 
versatility and modularity. 

COMFORT
Freedom of movement on board

The environment is designed to move around easily and 
make optimal use of space.

In the living area, the table is equipped with a standard 
pull-out extension for an additional work surface, 
only when needed.  Its ergonomic shape is designed 
to facilitate exit and access to the driver’s seat. Very 
versatile and functional, it can also be used outdoors to 
offer you the pleasure of an open air lunch in the mildest 
season.

The Menfys’ beds will give you a comfortable and 
regenerating rest, ideal after an intense day’s travel, 
thanks to the comfortable ergonomic anti-mite 
mattresses and wooden slatted bases.

MENFYS

RANGE
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Menfys 3
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MENFYS

Space and comfort

Menfys 3

LIVING AREA

Menfys 3 Maxi
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MENFYS

LIVING AREA
 · Automotive-style interior, contrasting colours in 

shades of grey and white
 · Dinette with swivel seats that integrate into the 

living area
 · Table with extension as standard. Ergonomically 

shaped table for easy access and exit for the 
driver. Removable, it can also be used outdoors.

 · Ergonomically shaped table for easy access and 
exit for the driver. Removable, can also be used 
outdoors

 · Fabric and imitation leather upholstery
 · Linear wall unit
 · Storage compartment above the cab
 · Storage door on the side of the dinette

Menfys 3

Menfys 3

Menfys 3
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MENFYS

KITCHEN

For a snack or 
Sunday lunch!
The Menfys linear kitchen unit is 
equipped with a two burner hob 
and sink, to easily prepare a quick 
snack or a delicious lunch. 

The 70 l compressor refrigerator, 
located under the kitchen, on the 
entry side, has a double hinge: it can 
be opened both from the inside and 
the outside of the vehicle, so that 
you can enjoy your holiday en plein 
air. 
 
Everything in its place with drawers 
and wall unit to store dishes, 
tableware and all your shopping 
for an organised, practical and 
functional kitchen.

Menfys 3
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MENFYS

KITCHEN
 · Linear kitchen like at home
 · Two-burner hob with glass cover
 · Integrated steel sink
 · Domestic type mixer
 · 70 litre compressor refrigerator with double 

opening, can also be opened from the outside
 · Large drawers under the sink and full extension 

baskets

Menfys 3 Maxi Menfys 3 Maxi

Menfys 3
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SLEEPING AREA

Sweet dreams

The Menfys’ rear beds will give you a comfortable and regenerating rest, ideal 
after an intense day’s travel, thanks to the comfortable ergonomic anti-mite 

mattresses and wooden slatted bases. 
 

The room is bright: in addition to the rear windows, the light is provided by the 
rear portlight.

To store clothes and accessories, you can count on the two large wall units 
arranged along the side walls. 

MENFYS

Menfys 3

Menfys 3 Maxi
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MENFYS

SLEEPING AREA
 · Large beds for comfortable rest
 · Ergonomic mite-resistant mattresses
 · Slatted bases
 · Liftable or removable bases to manage stowage space as needed
 · Capacious stowage wall units and cabinets to store clothes and accessories
 · Dinette bed

Menfys 3 Maxi

Menfys 3

Menfys 3
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MENFYS

BATHROOM

Whatever you 
need for your 
well-being

Menfys 3
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MENFYS

BATHROOM
 · Separate rooms, toilet and shower or 

compact toilet with integrated shower
 · The washbasin is either fixed or concealed, 

depending on the models
 · “Separate” shower with rail and mixer or 

“integrated” version 
 · Partition through curtain with removable 

magnets (Menfys 3, 3 Maxi, 4), you can hang 
it to dry and store it when you don’t need it

 · Lowered shower tray: the water does not 
flow into the WC area

 · Storage compartment inside the shower 
(Menfys 3, 3 Maxi, 4)

 · With opaque window for air and light

Menfys 3 Maxi

Menfys 3 MaxiMenfys 3
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MENFYS

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications. * 140 HP standard on Menfys 4, 120 HP on Menfys 1, 3 and 3 Maxi

ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGY
 · COMBI 4 kW gas heater
 · LED interior lighting
 · LED lights under the wall units
 · USB sockets in the living area

CHASSIS
 · Fiat Ducato 2,2 MJ 120 HP or 140 HP, emission 

class EURO 6D *
 · Manual climate control
 · Driver and passenger airbags
 · Cruise Control
 · Start&Stop
 · ESC 
 · Ecopack
 · Cab swivel seats 
 · Seat covers
 · 15” steel wheel rims
 · Painted front bumpers
 · Electric mirrors

EXTERIORS
 · Double glazed windows, flyscreen and blind
 · Rear opening windows with blind and flyscreen
 · Midi Heki 70x50
 · Rear portlight 40x40 cm
 · 10-year guarantee against infiltration
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Spacious automotive-style interiors, ergonomic furniture to move 
around the van with ease, durable quality materials that are easy 
to clean: these are the features that make Menfys S-line the ideal 
travel companion to enjoy a holiday in comfort, whatever the 
destination.

The Menfys S-line range includes five layouts, with lengths 
ranging from 5.41 to 6.36 metres, all of them on Fiat mechanics.

THE COMFORT YOU WANT FOR 
YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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DYNAMICS
To each their own van 

The Menfys S-line range has five 
different layouts that combine style and 
comfort to offer everyone the ideal van 
for their holiday 

The versatility of McLouis vans is 
perfectly expressed in the stowage 
spaces that are designed to adapt to the 
most diverse travel and holiday needs.  

Among the vehicles in the range, the 
Menfys 4 Maxi, with its 6.36 metres in 
length, offers a garage with a modular 
volume and an electronically operated 
rear bed: you have the space you need 
to keep your sports equipment safe and 
secure overnight!

COMFORT
A space for living

In the Menfys S-line range the cab outline 
creates an “open” environment and gives the 
living area more space to move freely in the 
dinette area. 

The dinette is designed to give you moments 
of rest and relaxation: the exceptionally 
comfortable ergonomic seats are ideal for 
enjoying a tasty dinner. 

The ergonomically shaped folding top table 
can be adjusted to suit your needs. It can be 
removed and can also be used outdoors: perfect 
for an open air snack on a beautiful spring day.

STYLE
Automotive design

The interior design, in automotive style, is 
characterised by the contrasting colours of grey 
and white on the furniture, walls and floor. In 
the Menfys S-line, light tones prevail, which can 
be found in the high-gloss laminate of the wall 
units and in the wall behind the dinette - for a 
brighter, more welcoming interior.

The Sport upholstery in fabric and imitation 
leather echoes the style and colours of the 
interiors and features a high seat with integrated 
headrest. 

The LED interior lighting is available as linear 
light underneath the wall units and touch on the 
roof, for a pleasant, functional and welcoming 
interior. 

MENFYS S-LINE

The promise
of the Menfys

S-line
RANGE
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Menfys 3 S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

LIVING AREA

Open space

Menfys 3 S-line

Menfys 3 S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

LIVING AREA
 · Automotive-style interior, contrasting colours in 

shades of grey and white
 · Seats with ergonomic backrest for greater 

comfort
 · Open-space cab
 · Dinette with swivel seats that integrate into the 

living area
 · Floor hatch for stowage under the dinette table
 · Folding top table with extension. Ergonomically 

shaped table for easy access and exit for the 
driver. Removable, can also be used outdoors

 · Fabric and imitation leather upholstery
 · Ergonomically designed furniture with rounded 

aluminium profiles that ease the passage
 · Linear wall unit

Menfys 3 S-line

Menfys 3 S-line

Menfys 3 S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

KITCHEN

Like at home
The linear kitchen, drawing 
inspiration from your house’s 
one, includes a two burner hob 
and sink: an extremely functional 
solution to prepare delicious 
lunches and dinners in comfort. 
It is equipped with an extendible 
worktop that can be extracted as 
needed, with extreme ease.  

The design of the furniture is 
ergonomic: rounded aluminium 
profiles accompany the passage, 
without sharp edges. 

Menfys 4 Maxi S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

KITCHEN
 · Linear kitchen like at home
 · Two-burner hob with glass cover
 · Integrated steel sink with glass cover
 · Domestic type mixer
 · Extendable worktop, pocket and accessory 

compartment (depending on model)
 · Large drawers under the sink and full 

extension baskets
 · Innovative, durable and easy to clean 

materials: high pressure laminate (HPL) for 
the base of the wall units and the outer side 
of the kitchen

Menfys 3 S-line

Menfys 3 S-line

Menfys 3 S-line
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SLEEPING AREA

Sweet awakenings

The sleeping area is designed to provide you with a comfortable rest thanks to 
the large beds, breathable fabric mattresses and wooden slatted bases 

The interior walls are in soft-touch to protect you from outside noise while you 
sleep and to give you an even softer and more welcoming effect. 

MENFYS S-LINE

Menfys 3 S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

SLEEPING AREA
 · Large beds for comfortable rest
 · Ergonomic mite-resistant mattresses
 · Slatted bases
 · Liftable or removable bases to manage 

stowage space as needed
 · Soft touch in the interior walls for a soft and 

welcoming effect. Easily washable and mould-
proof

 · Capacious stowage wall units and cabinets to 
store clothes and accessories

Menfys 3 S-line Menfys 3 S-line

Menfys 4 Maxi S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

BATHROOM

The pleasure 
of taking care 
of yourself 

Menfys 3 S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

BATHROOM
 · Separate rooms, toilet and shower or compact toilet 

with integrated shower
 · The washbasin is either fixed or concealed, depending 

on the models
 · “Separate” shower with rail and mixer or “integrated” 

version
 · Partition through curtain with removable magnets 

(Menfys 3, 3 Maxi, 4, 4 Maxi S-line), you can hang it to 
dry and store it when you don’t need it

 · Lowered shower tray: the water does not flow into the 
WC area

 · Storage compartment inside the shower (Menfys 3, 3 
Maxi, 4, 4 Maxi S-line)

 · With opaque window for air and light

Menfys 3 S-line Menfys 3 S-line
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MENFYS S-LINE

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications. * 140 HP standard on Menfys 4 and 4 Maxi, 120 HP on Menfys 1, 3 and 3 Maxi 

ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGY
 · 4 kW diesel heater
 · LED interior lighting
 · LED lights under the wall units
 · USB sockets in the living and sleeping area 

CHASSIS
 · Fiat Ducato 2,2 MJ 120 HP or 140 HP, emission 

class EURO 6D *
 · Manual climate control
 · Driver and passenger airbags
 · Cruise Control
 · Start&Stop
 · ESC 
 · Ecopack
 · Cab swivel seats 
 · Seat covers
 · 15” steel wheel rims
 · Painted front bumpers
 · Electric mirrors

EXTERIORS
 · Double glazed windows, flyscreen and blind
 · Rear opening windows with blind and flyscreen
 · Midi Heki 70x50
 · Rear portlight 40x40 cm
 · 10-year guarantee against infiltration
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Menfys Prestige is dedicated to the most experienced and demanding 
“van enthusiasts” who are looking for a specialized, customizable and 
high performance vehicle. 

The stylistic touch of McLouis is expressed in the modern design, 
automotive style, and in the refined and coordinated details, such 
as the acrylic stone of the kitchen top, the folding table and the 
washbasin in the bathroom. 

Choose the van that will accompany you on your next adventure from 
five layouts. The Menfys Prestige models are on Fiat mechanics.

THE VAN FOR THOSE WHO 
DON’T SETTLE FOR IT 

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

64 65

STYLE
A touch of style

The automotive style interiors of the Menfys Prestige show the characteristic contrast between grey 
and white, a distinctive feature of the entire McLouis van range. 

The Prestige range is enriched with refined details, the McLouis style touch that makes the 
environment precious, coordinated and exclusive: the kitchen top and the bathroom washbasin are 
made of acrylic stone and the table in the living area features an acrylic stone finish. 
Beautiful is not enough, it is also practical: the acrylic stone is scratch and impact resistant, 
antibacterial and easy to clean.

DYNAMICS
Multiple solutions for you

Like the Menfys S-line range, the Prestige 
range comprises five floor layouts, with lengths 
varying from 5.41 metres of the very compact 
Menfys 1 Prestige, to the more spacious Menfys 
4 and 4 Maxi Prestige, which are 6.36 metres 
long.

The Menfys Prestige range offers different 
sleeping solutions, from 2 to 4 beds: transverse 
bed, double bunk beds, twin beds and rear 
elevating bed. 

Menfys Prestige vans offer the ultimate in 
functionality: large, modular stowage spaces 
help you to manage load volumes flexibly, 
according to your needs

COMFORT
Ergonomic design
modular elegance

It’s extremely easy to move around in a Menfys 
Prestige van: kitchen profiles, wall wardrobes and 
wall units are rounded to accompany the passage, 
without annoying sharp edges. 

The cab outline creates an open space environment, 
larger, spacious and welcoming. 

The folding top table, with acrylic stone finish, can 
be opened in a modular way, depending on the work 
surface you need. When it is folded, it takes up very 
little space. Sitting at the dinette, or travelling, you’ll 
have space and comfort for your legs.

An idea for a sunny day? With a few simple moves 
you can disassemble the table and use it outdoors.

The promise
of the Menfys

Prestige
RANGE
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Menfys 4 Prestige



MENFYS PRESTIGE

LIVING AREA

Design, aesthetics 
and ergonomics 

Menfys 4 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

LIVING AREA
 · Automotive-style interior, contrasting colours in 

shades of grey and white
 · Seats with ergonomic backrest for greater comfort
 · Open-space cab
 · Dinette with swivel seats that integrate into the 

living area
 · Floor hatch for stowage under the dinette table
 · Folding top table with extension and acrylic stone 

finish. Ergonomically shaped table for easy access 
and exit for the driver. Removable, can also be used 
outdoors

 · Fabric and imitation leather upholstery
 · Ergonomically designed furniture with rounded 

aluminium profiles that ease the passage

Menfys 4 Prestige Menfys 3 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

KITCHEN

Irresistible 
taste.
Cooking on a Menfys Prestige 
van is a real pleasure.
 
The kitchen is equipped with 
two burner hob and sink 
and is characterised by the 
exclusive acrylic stone tops: it 
is scratch and impact resistant, 
antibacterial and easy to clean. 
The sink is equipped with a cover 
that can be used as a chopping 
board and shelf.
 
Note that the back of the 
wall unit and the base of the 
kitchen unit have a protective 
methacrylate housing. Nice to 
look at and especially useful 
because it protects the parts 
most exposed to water and sun 
from wear, especially when the 
door is open.

Menfys 1 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

KITCHEN
 · Linear kitchen like at home
 · Acrylic stone kitchen top
 · Two-burner hob with glass cover
 · Sink cover that can be used as a chopping board or shelf
 · Domestic type mixer
 · Extendable worktop, pocket and accessory compartment (depending 

on model)
 · Large drawers under the sink and full extension baskets
 · Protective methacrylate shell in the back of the wall unit and at the 

base of the kitchen unit
 · Innovative, durable and easy to clean materials: high pressure 

laminate (HPL) for the base of the wall units and the outer side of the 
kitchen

Menfys 4 Prestige

Menfys 4 Prestige Menfys 4 Prestige
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SLEEPING AREA

Sleep well!  

Large beds, breathable fabric mattresses and wooden slatted bases: this is McLouis’ 
recipe for perfect rest.  

The sleeping area is particularly cosy and comfortable thanks to the soft-touch wall 
covering that protects against external noise and the portlight and rear windows 

that provide light and air exchange.
 

In addition to the side wall units, the Prestige range offers an additional wall 
unit in the rear wall of the vehicle*: extra stowage space for laundry, clothes and 

accessories.

MENFYS PRESTIGE

Menfys 4 Prestige

* The rear wall unit is available on Menfys 3 and 4 Prestige models
Menfys 1 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

SLEEPING AREA
 · Large beds for comfortable rest
 · Ergonomic mite-resistant mattresses
 · Slatted bases
 · Liftable or removable bases to manage stowage space as needed
 · Soft touch in the interior walls for a soft and welcoming effect. Easily washable and 

mould-proof
 · Capacious stowage wall units and cabinets to store clothes and accessories

Menfys 3 Prestige Menfys 4 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

BATHROOM

Well-being, 
comfort and 
functionality

Menfys 3 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

BATHROOM
 · Separate rooms, toilet and shower or compact toilet with integrated shower
 · Fixed acrylic stone washbasin or concealed washbasin, depending on the 

models 
 · “Separate” shower with rail and mixer or “integrated” version
 · Separation by methacrylate shower doors and shower compartment 

with two convenient toothbrush holders (Menfys 3, 3 Maxi, 4 and 4 Maxi 
Prestige)

 · Lowered shower tray: the water does not flow into the WC area
 · With opaque window for air and light

Menfys 4 Prestige

Menfys 4 Prestige Menfys 4 Prestige
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MENFYS PRESTIGE

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications. * 140 HP standard on Menfys 4 and 4 Maxi, 120 HP on Menfys 1, 3 and 3 Maxi

ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGY
 · COMBI 4 kW diesel heating
 · USB sockets in the living and sleeping area
 · LED interior lighting: linear underneath wall units 

and touch on the roof
 · LED strip on external side of the kitchen useful 

when using the table outside

CHASSIS
 · Fiat  Ducato 2,2 MJ 120 HP or 140 HP, emission 

class EURO 6D *
 · Manual climate control
 · Driver and passenger airbags
 · Cruise Control
 · Start&Stop
 · ESC 
 · Ecopack
 · Cab swivel seats
 · Seat covers
 · 16” alloy wheel rims
 · Painted front bumpers
 · Black grille, headlights and skid plate
 · Electric mirrors
 · Techno Trim
 · Leather covered steering wheel and gear lever 

knob
 · Pleated cab blind

EXTERIORS
 · Double glazed windows, flyscreen and blind
 · Rear opening windows with blind and flyscreen
 · Midi Heki 70x50 cm
 · Rear portlight 40x40 cm
 · Entrance door flyscreen
 · Electric step
 · LED external light
 · 10-year guarantee against infiltration

MEDIA PACK
 · 7” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play 

with steering wheel controls
 · Rear view camera
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The van made to measure.
A wide range of packs to 
customise your McLouis van 
according to your preferences. 
Dedicated to those who want an equipped, high-performance vehicle 
with every comfort.  
The choice is yours!

Menfys
DRIVE PACK 
Entrance door flyscreen; Electric step; Cab pleated blind

SILVER PACK 
Solar panel; Enclosure

LOOK PACK
Black grille, headlights and skid plate; 16’’ alloy wheel rims; Techno Trim; Leather steering wheel and gear knob

MEDIA PACK
7” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play with steering wheel controls; Rear view camera

MEDIA PACK 10”
10” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play with steering wheel controls; Rear view camera; Automatic climate control system

MATIC PACK - Available starting from 140 HP
Automatic transmission; 16” alloy wheel rims’’

PACK
MENFYS, MENFYS S-LINE, MENFYS PRESTIGE

Menfys S-Line
DRIVE PACK 
Entrance door flyscreen; Electric step; Cab pleated blind

SILVER PACK 
Solar panel; Enclosure

LOOK PACK
Black grille, headlights and skid plate; 16’’ alloy wheel rims; Techno Trim; Leather steering wheel and gear knob

MEDIA PACK
7” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play with steering wheel controls; Rear view camera

MEDIA PACK 10”
10” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play with steering wheel controls; Rear view camera; Automatic climate control system

MATIC PACK - Available starting from 140 HP
Automatic transmission; 16” alloy wheel rims’’

Menfys Prestige
SILVER PACK
Solar panel; Enclosure

MEDIA PACK
7” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play with steering wheel controls; Rear view camera

MEDIA PACK 10”
10” touch screen radio, Android Auto / Apple Car Play with steering wheel controls; Rear view camera; Automatic climate control system

MATIC PACK - Available starting from 140 HP
Automatic transmission; 16” alloy wheel rims’’
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Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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INSULATION
Perfect INSULATION,
increased protection,
zero noise
Well built, safe and reliable: the Menfys vans offer you the 
advantage of excellent thermal and acoustic insulation for 
extraordinarily comfortable holidays, in any season and for any 
destination. On all vehicles in the range, McLouis offers you a 
10-year warranty against infiltration.

INSULATION

Insulation in Menfys vans 
The insulation in Menfys vans is obtained by means of 
polyurethane foam which is spray-applied in the areas of the 
interior side walls most subject to thermal bridges.
This material is resistant, functional and multipurpose: today 
it represents the best insulating solution in thickness, cost 
and performance ratio. The floor is made of a sandwich panel 
and the roof is insulated with polyester fibre covered by an 
aluminium film.

The insulation in the
Menfys S-Line

and Menfys Prestige vans
Materials with excellent performance, total coverage and no 

thermal bridges: this is the recipe for insulation in the Menfys 
S-line and Menfys Prestige ranges vans.

The coating of roof, walls, crossbars and uprights is made entirely 
of polyester fibre covered by an aluminium film, made in two 

thicknesses (20 mm and 10 mm) to make sure it fits anywhere, 
even in cavities. The uniformity of the covering keeps the internal 

temperature constant.
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VANS IN WINTER

Don’t let 
the cold 
stop you!
The Menfys vans are the ideal 
solution for your winter holiday.

Same 
performance as a 
motorhome!
McLouis vans, Menfys S-line and 
Menfys Prestige, were tested in 
the climatic chamber, based on the 
EN 1646-1 standard, according 
to which a vehicle brought to -15° 
must, once the heating systems 
have been activated, must reach 
an internal temperature of 20°C 
in 4 hours. The Menfys S-line and 
Menfys Prestige vans, even in the 
configuration with a panoramic roof, 
achieved a “grade 3” performance. 
The result is comparable to 
the performance of a medium 
motorhome (with length of 7.4 
metres and rear central bed) which 
has an internal volume higher by 
30% compared to the van but a 
very different build, bodywork and 
materials.

For Menfys S-line and Menfys Prestige vans

VANS IN WINTER

The packs for coldest climates.
For those who love the coldest destinations, McLouis offers two levels of optional fitting to ensure 
excellent living comfort even when temperatures are extremely cold. In addition, for heating, you can 
choose between gas or diesel, combined or electric, 4 or 5.5/ 6 kW, depending on model.

ARCTIC PACK
 · Boosted heater at 5 or 6 kW, depending on the range
 · Digital multi-control panel
 · Winter Pack (grey water tank insulated with a 15-mm 

layer of polyurethane, electrical probe with thermostat 
positioned close to drain valve, insulation of external 
water pipes; insulation of external heating pipes)

 · Thermal cover for cab dashboard
 · External thermal cover for the cab
 · Curtain kit (pleated dinette curtain and rear door 

curtains)*
 · Thermal insulating window covers

WINTER PACK 
You will find it already included in the Arctic Pack, but
you can also have it on its own.

 · Grey water tank insulated with a 15 mm layer of 
polyurethane.

 · Electrical probe with thermostat positioned close to 
drain valve.

 · Insulation of external water pipes.
 · Insulation of external heating pipes.

*Rear door curtains not available on the Menfys range

Grado 3

Thermal • Insulation • Heating
Norma EN 1646-1

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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STOWAGE

Smart solutions.
Versatile, modular
spaces, just the way
you want them
On board the McLouis vans the interior
space is optimised to offer maximum
functionality: the stowage compartments
are designed to adapt to your travel and
holiday needs.

The bed bases can be elevated and/or
removed - partly or completely - to handle
the load volumes flexibly, according to your
needs.

Menfys 4, champion of versatility
With Menfys 4 you just have to choose the most suitable configuration 
each time according to the space you need.

Elevating bed bases
Three wardrobes that can be removed separately
Removable, adjustable-volume double flooring
Extra load, without taking up space

STOWAGE

Menfys 4 Maxi, the garage with
adjustable volume for an extra load
With the rear bed that moves electronically supported by straps and
stops where you want it to, the Menfys 4 Maxi offers you a rear stowage
compartment with variable volume, between 1,500 and 2,400 litres. That
way, even at night, your bicycles and your sports equipment will stay safe!

Menfys 4 Maxi offers as standard a complete set of equipment to exploit the
full potential of the garage: loading surface in non-slip aluminium sheet metal
and loading ramp, floor eyebolts, electrical socket and water socket with 
pullout nozzle.
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The brilliant solution for two 
people
The raising retractable roof with integrated bed gives you the comfort
of two beds and the possibility to organize the living spaces of your van
in a functional way, separating the sleeping area from the living area.
This way you can use the back of the vehicle as stowage only.

Compatible with the panoramic roof

For a bright and pleasant living area, the raising retractable roof is also
available for vans equipped with a panoramic roof in the Menfys S-line
and Menfys Prestige* ranges.

RAISING RETRACTABLE ROOF

A roof for every range and every 
length!
It can also be installed on the most compact models. The raising
retractable roof is available as an optional on all models in the Menfys,
Menfys S-line and Menfys Prestige range models.

*The panoramic roof is not available as an option for the Menfys range.

MAXIMUM COMFORT FOR YOUR REST
Bed among the largest in its category, 200x130 cm.
With LED spotlights and storage pocket.

PERFECT VENTILATION
Two windows that can be opened and closed from 
the inside with flyscreen (front and right side)
Left side window in transparent plastic.

EXCELLENT THERMAL INSULATION AND AIR
CIRCULATION
Layer of polyurethane foam positioned between the
mattress and the sheet metal roof.

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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PANORAMIC ROOF

Your sky view living room
The panoramic roof is the ideal solution for those 
who want an even brighter, comfortable and pleasant 
living area.

Resistant, solid, durable
It is formed by an external frame in black methacrylate and
internal glazing in laminated glass with sun-proof screen
printing perimeter.

The panoramic roof is available as an option on the Menfys
S-line and Menfys Prestige ranges models.

PANORAMIC ROOF

Tested in climatic chamber

TESTED IN CLIMATIC CHAMBER
from -15°C to 40°C.

HEAT RADIATION TEST
on the panoramic roof surface at 65°C; 75°C; 80°C; 85°C.

LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
(Freezing test -15°C) for control of
possible ice formation in the perimeter of the glass and any damage or malfunction.

VIBRATION TEST
with simulation of 820 km in special route (cobblestones).

INFILTRATION TEST
carried out during low temperature and vibration tests.

VISUAL CHECK
to identify any damage or deformation in the panoramic roof surfaces.

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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Test on operation of the gas pipes.

Correct installation of the hydraulic
systems.

Performance tests on the components used. Durability
of mattresses, resistance to stress, reliability and
compliance with European regulations in the design of
the seatbelt unit.

CHECKS IN PRODUCTION STAGE

TESTS IN RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND PROTOTYPING STAGE

Specific testing in climate chamber to check
the resistance, duration and performance of
the materials selected at extremely high/low
temperatures.

Check on operation
and correct
installation of the
electrical systems.

TESTS AND CHECKS

Tested safety 
At every stage of production, from development to the finished product, McLouis carries out tests and
trials in accordance with European standards to offer high quality, safe and reliable vehicles.

The same quality standards are demanded of suppliers: for the most strategic components, a check is
carried out on the incoming material and before it is used in production.

TESTS AND CHECKS

Electronic weighing of 100%
of vehicles before delivery and
written weight certification for

end customer.

100 statistical checks out of a percentage
of the vehicles produced: aesthetic, functional, noise,
assembly tests

Gas system inspection by certified staff according to
the German DVGW protocol.

TESTS ON FINISHED PRODUCT

Waterproofing tests on 100% of the
vehicles produced, before delivery.

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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BODYWORK COLOURS

WHITE
SOLID
standard

LANZAROTE GREY
SPECIAL SOLID
optional

EXPEDITION GREY
SPECIAL SOLID
optional

ALUMINIUM GREY
METALLIC
optional

IRON GREY
METALLIC
optional

BLACK
METALLIC
optional

SAFETY AND MECHANICAL PARTS

FIAT
Created from the continuous 
cooperation with manufactures, Fiat 
Ducato is the perfect combination 
of chassis and living unit. There are 
many presettings to facilitate the 
transformation, a specific electrical 
system and a cab designed with
reinforced uprights and pre-cut roof.

Euro 6D Final 
120 CV
140 CV
180 CV

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
MANUAL CAB CLIMATE CONTROL
Enhanced and diffused ventilation to the entire cab

ESC ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL

CROSS WIND ASSIST. Through the use of brakes,
intervenes to help stabilize the vehicle through strong
crosswinds, helping to keep the vehicle from drifting
out of its lane
TRAILER STABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM. Detects
when a trailer is starting to oscillate and corrects any
dangerous trailer swing, through a combination of
either torque reduction and/or individual wheel braking
POST COLLISION BRAKING SYSTEM. Intervenes in
the event of an accident, automatically applying brakes
to prevent secondary potential collisions

ECOPACK
Consisting of:
START AND STOP SYSTEM: for reduced fuel
consumption. Automatically restarts when the
accelerator pedal is touched
SMART ALTERNATOR: intelligent alternator that
supplies only the power needed
ELECTRONIC FUEL PUMP: for energy saving and high
fuel efficiency.

ELECTRIC POWER STEERING SYSTEM
The electric power steering system replaces
hydraulic system on whole range.

Moreover, the new electric steering system offers:
• Power supply technology adapts steering effort to 

vehicle speed
• Increased steering precision
• Higher driving pleasure, while reduces effort during 

parking maneuvers
• Improves fuel consumption and reduce CO2 

emissions thanks to the
• Adaptive energy consumption
• Keep current steering ratio
• Engine bay is freed from former hydraulic power 

steering specific parts.

DASHBOARD
Ducato offers a dashboard:
• Heavily renovated
• Fully Re-designed
• Featuring new Tech Contents
• Comfortable & User friendly
• New White Backlighting, extended to every single 

command

STEERING WHEEL AND GEAR LEVERS
The steering wheel is now a revolution for
motorhomes maneuverability: New car-like design -
three spoke style.

The gear lever is more ergonomic and rounded, with an
elegant glossy finish.

Some of the features shown do not correspond to the final features of the vehicle for the current season.
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McLouis reserves itself the right to change the characteristics and the furnishings of all its models with no advance notice required; all data 
contained in this leaflet must therefore be considered approximate and non-binding. Despite thorough checks of the contents, we cannot 
exclude possible printing and/or translating errors. This catalogue does not constitute contractual documentation. Any reproduction, including 
in part, of the test or of the content of this document is prohibited. The indicated weights are exclusively approximated. Tolerances of +/-5 % 
are allowed. Generally speaking, special equipment and options increase the no-load weight and entail a reduction in the payload. We hereby 
decline any and all responsibility in case structural changes are made to the vehicle; any assembly, disassembly or changes carried out by 
unauthorised workshops may jeopardise your safety and cause the warranty clauses to be forfeited. For additional information on installation 
and technical details, please contact one of our dealers.

Sea S.p.A. operates with an
Integrated Environment
and Safety Management System.
Certificate number: ISO14001: 2939;
ISO9001: 11841

This catalogue does not represent contractual documentation, but only general information.
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